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Abstract 
The thesis deals with the following problem in computational stereo for extraction of 
three-dimensional scene structure from images. 
Given a binocular (or two-camera-stereo) image pair of a physical scene, 
es t imate  t h e  depth  o r  distance of all t h e  points in  t h e  scene, as measured 
from, say, t h e  line joining t h e  centers of t h e  two cameras? 
The basis for attempting to find a solution to the above problem is the fact that a 
single three-dimensional physical point projecrs to a unique pair of image points in the two 
cameras. Therefore, given the two camera images (which are slightly different from each 
other because of the separation of the two cameras). if we can locate the image pixels 
that correspond to the saine physical polnt, then it is possible to determine its three- 
dimcilsional position. The distance between the two pixels corresponding to the same 
physical point is called disparity. The amount of disparity is inversely proportional to 
the depth of that point in the scene. The two pixels are said to "correspond" with each 
other, and are called "correspondence pixels or points". 
Stereo-image analysis can be considered as the problem of determining the correspon- 
dence points -- hence the name, "correspondence problem" (or CP) - from which (i) the 
disparity at each pixel is obtained directly, and (ii) an image of disparity values (called 
the dispar~ty map) can be created. Solution to the CP has turned out to be extremely 
hard as a consequence of, for instance, (a) ambiguities in matching; (b) variations in (i) 
image intensities of the matching points, (ii) difference in image sizes: (c) blurring caused 
by defocus; (d) occlusion; (e) specular reflections; ( f )  lack of textural information; and 
(g) noise. 
The present work IS motivated by the remarkable ability of human visual system 
(HVS) (and of mammals) to perceive depth eflortlessly from the images formed on their 
two retinas. These retinal images can be treated as equivalent to the images acquired by 
two cameras that (i) are separated by a small distance and (ii) have the lenses positioned 
in such a way as to match the lens-geometry of the human vision system. Human depth 
perception is based mainly on the processing of the retinal images by the neurons in the 
brain, using an architecture which is not yet completely understood. Any model which 
even crudely imitates the performance of the HVS is believed to provide (i) a non-classical 
framework to deal with stereo-image analysis and, at the same time, (ii) a possible ins~ght into 
the HVS itself. 
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A typical example of a natural stereo-pair is shown in Fig. 1: (a) black-and-white 
images acquired by the left- and the right-cameras; and (b) the anaglyph created from 
them for viewing by the red-green goggles1 (provided in the thesis). A synthetic pair is 
shown in Fig. 2. Automatic depth extraction from such images using artificial 
neural networks (ANNs) is t h e  goal of t he  thesis. 
Figure 1: Tsukuba stereo-pair: (from left to right) left image, nght zrnage, Red-Green 
ana.qlyph, true dzsparity map (coded in gray). 
Starting from the pioneering work of Marr and his associates [l, 2, 31, many assump- 
tions have been made, and constraints imposed on the variables, in order to arrive at a 
solution to CP. Explicit assumptions are: (1) stereo-pairs are epipolar and the epipolar 
lines ase horizontally aligned, i.e., the correspondence points in the two images lie along 
the same scan lines; (2) the objects have continuity in depth and hence in disparity; there 
is a one-to-one mapping of an image element from one image to the other (unzqueness); 
and (3) there is an ordering of the matchable points. And implicit assumptions are: (1) 
every pixel or point in one image has a corresponding point in the other; and (2 )  there 
is a fixed range for disparity. Typical constraints (relaxed in recent papers) have been: 
(a) corresponding points have similar intensities / features; (b) surfaces are smooth; and 
disparity gradient is 1. 
If the dsparity map can somehow be estimated, physical depth from a disparity map 
can be computed from a knowledge of camera geometry (focal length of the lenses, hor- 
izontal distance between the centers of the lenses, and the distance of the plane of the 
lenses to the background). Thzs aspect zs not considered in the thesis. 
In view of the vast literature on the problem, no review can be made of all the papers; 
therefore, in the thesis, we refer to only a sampling of relevant and important work. 
ClassicaI solutions to the correspondence problem have been explored using (i) area-, 
feature-, and ph-based; and (ii) Bayesian approaches. Amongst the area-based 
approaches, since a pixel-by-pixel search leads to ambiguow matches, a neighborhood 
'In the absence of a stereoscope, which requires the pair of images as input, the amglyph provides 
the same depth perception when viewed through the red-green goggles. 
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isemployedin orderto improvethematchreliability.In thecooperativealgorithmsof
[4,1],theinitialestimateofmatchobtainedbyblock-comparisonis improvedupon,using
thecontinuityanduniquenessconstraints.In anyarea-basedmatchstrategy,a blockof
pixelsfromtheleftimageis comparedwithdifferentblocksfromrightimageto establish
correspondence.Matchmeasures,likesumofsquared ifferenceor correlation,areused,
andtheshiftsforwhichthemeasureis minimumor maximum,respectively,aredeclared
thedisparityvalues.
In orderto increasethereliabilityof matches,differentmodelsfor theneighborhood
supportshavebeenproposed.For instance,thematchsupportfromthe localneigh-
borhoodgivesriseto a cooperative stereoalgorithm[1]appliedto imagesof binary
random-dottexturedobjects.Basedonthevariationsin theconstraints,differentmodels
fortheneighborhoodsupportshavebeenproposed.See[5]inwhicheachdisparityreceives
decreasingsupportfromits neighboringelements,dependingon thedisparitygradient.
Thealgorithmin [5]canhandlecertainclassesof surfaces.For similarresults,see[6]
wherethePollard-Mayhew-Frisby(PMF) algorithmutilizesdisparitygradients(whose
magnitudesareconstrainedto be lessthanone)in a cooperativemannerto solvethe
stereodisambiguationproblem.
In [4],Zitnicketal.,extendthecooperativestereomodelsimilarto theoneproposed
byMarr etal., [1]forgray-scaleimages.This approach,whileretainingall theproblems
insimplearea-basedmethods,performsbetterin thepresenceof noise,andis ableto
propagatedisparityoversmalltexturelessobjectsin a texturedbackground.
Whilearea-basedprocessingcanprovidea densedisparitymap,feature-basedpro-
cessingis expectedto givean accuratelocationof discontinuities.Early resultsin this
directionaredueto Marr andPoggio[2]whoproposea course-to-finematchingstrategy
usingzero-crossings,andin whichsearchregionsfora matcharerefinediteratively.But
thedisparitymapobtainedis sparse,andrequiresaninterpolationstage[7]to fill in the
valuesofdisparityat intermediatepoints.Further,thedetectionoffeaturepointsis sus-
ceptibleto noise,and,moreimportantly,theapproachfailsto giveacceptableresultsfor
surfaceswith intensitygradient.It is alsofoundthattheperformanceofsuchalgorithms
isunsatisfactoryat salientfeatures.
The phase-basedapproach is implicit: disparityis expressedin termsof phase
differencesin theoutputsof localbandpassfiltersappliedto thestereo-pair.However,
thereexistmathematicallimitationswithrespecto thepermissibledisparityrange.
Tosummarize,theearlyalgorithmsuseepipolarconstraints,andfailto giveasatifac-
torydisparitymapin caseswhere(i) thereisverticaldisparityin thestereo-pair;and(ii)
thereareocclusions,asit happensin practice.See[8,9]andthereferencesthereinfor
recentliteraturedealingwithocclusions.The formerreferenceis basedontheBayesian
framework, and the latter proposes matching outputs of linear spatial filters tuned to a 
range of orientations and scales. It is found that most of these algorithms do not produce 
satisfactory disparity maps when applied to standard images [lo]. 
In contrast with the literature, the thesis presents some novel applications of (i) cooperative 
computation and (ii) self-organizing maps to estimating the disparity map from stereo-image 
pairs of (i) random dot stereograms, (ii) wire-frame models and ( i i )  natural images. ( W e  do 
not  consider multz-camera zmages nor  vzdeo sequences of stereo-pazrs whzch can be used 
to  create an  enhanced feeling of 9D perceptzon.) 
In the case of the first two (exemplified by Figs. 2 and 3), and partially in the case of 
the last, (exempliiied by Figs. 1 and 4), disparity maps are known which can be exploited 
to not only validate the proposed algorithms but also compare the results with those of 
the literature. However, in generd, for natural image-pairs (Fig. 5), no such maps are 
available; therefore, other measures of comparison of the results are required. 
Figure 2: (a) and (6) Random-dot stereo pair (c) correspondzng anaglyph and (d)  its t m e  
disparity map (Dm = 5). 
Figure 3: Wzre-frame stereo-pair (with known disparity maps): Left image, ~ g h t  zmage, 
anaglyph, true disparity map. 
The main contributions of the thesis are: 
1. Combination of Cooperative Computation and Supervised Learning 
Figure 4: Left zmage of the natuml stereo-pairs (wzth known dwpanty maps): Venus, cones, 
teddy. 
Figure 5: Pentagon stereo-pairs, n o  disparity map known: Left zmage, right image, 
anaglyph. 
Based on the concept of cooperative stereo, we propose a new model for stereo disparity 
estimation, using a single-layer artificial neural network (ANN). The main result is that 
we determine the network weights using synthetic stereo-image data with known disparity 
maps. The novelty of  the approach lies in the fact that the weights characterize the 
amount of support from each neighbor of the pixel under consideration. The weights 
so obtained suggest a new model of neuronal excitation-inhibition (for stereo-image 
analysis) that is distinct from other models. 
When the network is applied to random-dot and natural stereo irnage-pain, the per- 
formance of the proposed network compares favorably with that of recent algorithms. 
However, its superiority consists in (i) imposing no constraint on disparity gradient; and 
(ii) a non-iterative computation that is fast and that can be implemented in parallel 
since the compatibility matrix for each pixel can be constructed separately. 
However, in the present form, like most of the other algorithms of the literature. it does 
not handle occlusion explicitly. 
2. Modified Self-organizing Maps 
A modified self-organizing neural network (SONN) is initialized to, say, the right image, 
and then the amount of deformation required to transform it into the left image is 
computed. 
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Figure 6: Estamated dispamty m,a,ps: (Lqft to  rz.qh,t) ( i )  Left im,age of the  stereo pair; 
estzmated disparaty m,ap u,sin,q (ii)  cooperative; and (i7.7,) self-organ,zzing neural networks. 
Chapter 4: Conclusions. 
Main contributions of the thesis. 
Suggestions for future work: multi-camera stereo, stereo and motion, and real-time 
stereo-implementation. 
